NOTIFICATION

Sub: Update of community under MANF scheme on SFM Portal.

It has been observed that certain information regarding the fellows under the Maulana Azad National Fellowship (MANF) scheme being implemented by NMDFC are not available in the database of Scholarship and Fellowship Management Portal (SFMP) of Canara Bank. In view of the foregoing NMDFC has requested the Canara Bank to update the credentials in respect of existing MANF Fellows, by creating a pop up window for updating of community on the SFMP Portal while the MANF Fellows Login into the portal.

2. The update process requires validation of the nodal officer at the concerned universities/institution for community data entered by the fellow(s). Therefore, it is requested that the Nodal officers of the concerned university / institution may approve the updated entry made by the fellow so that information can be stored for generating requisite reports by NMDFC.

(Nixon Mathur)
Dy. General Manager (Planning)

To
Nodal Officer
Universities/Institutions/Colleges nominated for MANF Scheme.